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ABSTRACT: We have designed a urea functionalized novel nanoporous material,
POP-PU, which showsaggregation induced white light emission in the presence of
suitable polar solvents. This nanomaterial has been explored as a pseudowhite light
emitter where the polymeric luminogen moiety can interact with the suitable polar
solvent, leading to charge transfer. Thus, solvent assisted rotational freezing of
nonrigid polymeric nanoparticles gives radiative emission and the whole solution
emits white light with color temperature of 8533 K. This nanoporous material also
holds the pockets (donor−donor−acceptor array) for specific biomolecular
interaction. Among three pyrimidine based nucleotide bases, only cytosine can
amplify the PL emission intensity of POP-PU and the other two bases cannot,
suggesting its future potential as a biosensor. Further, this urea functionalized
porous organic nanomaterial can be utilized as an efficient drug-delivery vehicle for
liver cancer diagnostics and therapy based on the specific biomolecular interaction
at its surface.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Responsive polymeric materials, which can form supra-
molecular nanostructures in the presence of external stimuli,
have attracted increasing interest over the years due to their
diverse range of desired applications, such as drug delivery,
diagnostics, “smart” optical systems, biosensors and so on.1

Among the polymers, porous organic polymers (POPs),2−9

which combine the surface porosity of the material and reactive
organic functional groups of the framework are a rapidly
developing class of materials due to their tunability of pore
aperture and the diversity of functional groups that could
present in the framework building blocks. POPs are typically
prepared through polymerization/condensation,10−12 cycliza-
tion13 or metal mediated coupling/addition or solvothermal
reactions.14−16 Although the organic functional groups present
in these POPs are mostly utilized for gas storage and catalytic
applications,17,18 their specific interaction with solvent mole-
cules, leading to solvatochromic behavior, gelation, aggregation
induced emission,19 biosensing and related biomedical
applications, have not been explored so far. However, there
are hardly any reports on porous organic polymers, which could
show aggregation induced white light emission in the presence
of a solvent.
Genosensors or nucleic acid probe based biosensors, which

utilize the interaction of the nucleic acid with the ligand binding
sites, are very important for genome mapping and gene
sequence analysis.20 If phenyl and pyrimidine nuclei are
interconnected through urea (-NHCONH-) functionality, the
resulting polyurea network bearing the DDA (donor−donor−

acceptor) array can interact via hydrogen bonding to enhance
binding affinity to a complementary AAD array and may cause
photoluminescence signal amplification for the nucleotide
bases.21,22 In this context, it is pertinent to mention that
porous organic polymers have not been explored in
theranostics for anticancer drugs. Such nanotechnological
advancement is highly desired in the pharmaceutical and drug
industry.23 Mesoporous silica, metal oxides, metal organic
frameworks (MOFs) and many organic polymeric micelles have
been employed for controlled drug delivery in recent times.24,25

From the inorganic platform gold, platinum nanoparticles are
most effective drug delivery carrier due to their inertness.
However, their nonbiodegradability is often a serious issue
when accumulated in the human body. From the viewpoint of
cost and biodegradability organic polymeric nanoparticles are
superior than inorganic metal and ceramic nanoparticles.
Although, organic liposomal drug delivery is a clinically
established method but it has serious drawbacks like low
encapsulation efficiency, fast release of drugs, poor storage
stability and lack of tunable triggers for drug release.26 Organic
polymeric nanoparticles such as polylactide−polyglycolide
copolymers, polyacrylates and polycaprolactones are other
smart nanosystems known for drug delivery due to the change
in their physicochemical properties in response to environ-
mental signals and their biodegradability. However, these
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systems are devoid of any biosensing or white light emission
properties.
Herein, we first report the synthesis of a pyrimidine

containing urea functionalized porous organic polymer materi-
al, POP-PU, through the organic sol−gel reaction of 2,4,6-
triaminopyrimidine and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate followed by
agglomeration to obtain the pyrimidyl urea network material,27

which showed a solvent-dependent white light emission
property. Addition of an excess amount of nonsolvent to the
sol produced, through the reaction between 2,4,6-triaminopyr-
imidine and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate, the organic nanoma-
terial POP-PU (Figure 1). Here we have shown a new

nanoporous organic biodegradable polyurea network obtained
from a simple one-step synthetic process that can be used as an
excellent carrier for drug delivery and simultaneously enhances
the efficiency of the anticancer drug and liver cancer
therapeutics. Due to the presence of the DDA array in POP-
PU, it can interact strongly with cycloheximide, which could
facilitate its potential as a drug-delivery carrier. Further, the
fluorescence property of POP-PU suggests promising bio-
medical applications, especially the intervention of the
theranostics approach in liver cancer prevention.28,29 The
“apoptotic trigger” in cancer cells is considered as the keynote
phenomenon in cancer therapy.30,31 Considering all these
unique features, we have explored the three-in-one application
potentials of the novel multifunctional material POP-PU as (i)
a white light emitter, (ii) a genosensor for the nucleotide base
cytosine and (iii) a drug-delivery vehicle for the liver cancer
diagnostics and therapy using cycloheximide as a model drug.

■ RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) absorp-
tion band at 1632 cm−1 for POP-PU could be attributed to the
CO stretching frequency, whereas the 3299 and 1220 cm−1

bands are assigned due to the NH and CN stretching
frequencies, as shown in Figure 2a. Absence of a peak
corresponding to the primary −NH2 group in the FTIR
spectrum of POP-PU suggested complete condensation
between the amine and isocyanate groups in this POP-PU
network. The chemical environments of different carbon atoms
of the constituent moieties of the POP-PU framework have
been analyzed from the respective solid state 13C CP MAS
NMR spectrum, as shown in Figure 2b. POP-PU showed

strong signals corresponding to the presence of phenyl (C5, C6
and C7) and pyrimidine (C1, C2 and C4) rings, and these are
interconnected through urea group (C3). The N2 adsorption/
desorption isotherms at 77 K for POP-PU follow the type IV
isotherm (Figure 3) together with a noticeable desorption

hysteresis loop corresponding to random mesopores. The
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface area of the POP-PU
is 142 m2 g−1. The pore size distribution of POP-PU, using the
nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT) and carbon slit
pore model, suggested a trimodal porosity with peaks at 1.5, 2.8
and 4.5 nm (Figure 3, inset). From the nature of the adsorption
isotherm, mesoporosity in the POP-PU material is quite
evident. The X-ray diffraction pattern of POP-PU is shown in
Figure S1 (Supporting Information), where one broad peak at
2θ = 2.2°, corresponding to a disordered mesophase, is
observed. Further, sharp peaks at 2θ = 11.9, 20.6, and 21.6°
suggested a semicrystalline nature of the polymeric network of
POP-PU (inset of Figure S1, Supporting Information).
High resolution transmission electron microscopy

(HRTEM) images of the POP-PU material obtained via
nonsolvent induced agglomeration are shown in Figure 4. From
these images, it is clear that POP-PU possesses a hair-like
nanofiber morphology, having hair lengths of ca. 75−140 nm
and a width of ca. 5 nm. These nanofibers are uniformly
distributed throughout the specimen grid. The internal void
spaces between the nanoparticles could be the origin of a wide
range of porosities (supermicropores to mesopores) in POP-

Figure 1. Reaction of 2,4,6-triaminopyrimidine and 1,4-phenylene
diisocyanate under organic sol−gel conditions and agglomeration at
the nanoscale to produce POP-PU.

Figure 2. (a) FTIR spectra of 2,4,6-triaminopyrimidine, 1,4-phenylene
diisocyanate, POP-PU and (b) 13C solid state CP MAS NMR
spectrum of POP-PU.

Figure 3. N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of POP-PU nanoma-
terial. Adsorption points are marked by filled circles and desorption
points by empty circles. (Inset) pore size distribution employing the
NLDFT method.
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PU. It is pertinent to mention that a nanoporous organic
polymer with white light emission in the aggregate or solid state
is rare because aggregation of a polymer generally quenches
light emission. Here this new polyurea network of POP-PU
bearing a pyrimidine and phenylene ring has been generated
through the reaction of the amine and isocyanate groups. A
large amount of acetone was added as a nonsolvent to prepare
the organic sol and to agglomerate the particles to the
nanoscopic range (75−140 nm). The material is virtually
nonluminiscent in the solid state but the diluted solution of
POP-PU in dimethylformamide (DMF) generates the white
light emission property. The intrinsic photoluminescence of
POP-PU in water under ultraviolet excitation (at 378 nm)
showed strong emission at wavelengths between 390 and 520
nm. The most compulsive fact is that the nonfluorescent
material transforms to a bluish-white light emitter in DMF with
the CIE coordinate (0.26, 0.38) and the color temperature
(8533 K). The corresponding photoluminescence spectrum is
shown in Figure 5b. It shows three humps at 433, 484 and 532

nm, suggesting the white color is a three color white. This type
of radiative emission is attributed to the fact, DMF assisted
freezing of single-bond rotational freedom of the urea
functionalized network (Figure 5a). PL spectra in CHCl3 and
acetone showed very poor emission, whereas emission intensity
was drastically amplified in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), DMF
and ethanol (EtOH) (Figure 6a). Respective photographs are
shown in Figure 6b. The enthalpy of interaction of urea with
DMF and similar solvents like DMAc is exceptionally larger
than those of other solvents.32 So, the conformationally flexible
network is rigidified in DMF and DMAc to a greater extent, as
the nonradiative energy loss due to flexibility of bond rotation
is restricted abruptly in DMF and DMAc. So, the intrinsic
nonfluorescent nanofiber gains the white light emitting
property in the solution phase. A high concentration of the

individual building blocks in POP-PU in the presence of DMF
solvent resulted in a supramolecular polymeric assembly via
charge-transfer (Figure S2, Supporting Information).33,34 A
considerable increase in average particle size vis-a-̀vis that in
water suggested aggregation of POP-PU in DMF. Thus, this
porous polymer backbone may be rigidified by virtue of a series
of hydrogen bonds between the urea moiety35,36 and the
solvent molecules (Figure 5a), leading to restriction of the
intramolecular rotation, and the material behaves like a solid-
state luminogen to cause aggregation-induced emission
(AIE).37 The restricted geometries of the donor and acceptor
moieties of POP-PU in the presence of DMF solvent could
induce physical constraints in the supramolecular polymeric
backbone, which minimize the nonradiative energy losses of
their excitons and maximize their probability of radiative
transitions, leading to white light emission. This property is
prominent in DMF.38−40 Thus, although the building blocks in
solvents are nonemissive, the network polymers are highly
luminescent in various solvents and such three color white light
emitters based on metal-free porous polymeric material are very
desired.

POP-PU as Biosensing of Cytosine. Further, POP-PU
has functionality containing an appropriate hydrogen bonding
array (donor−donor−acceptor) in the framework, thus we have
examined it’s possibility for recognizing cytosine (Figure 7a), an
important hydrogen bonding unit for DNA binding. The
binding between cytosine and POP-PU has been studied by
taking photoluminescence spectra of the same amount of POP-
PU sample in different concentrations of aqueous solutions of
cytosine. As seen from the figure, a large enhancement of PL
intensity is observed with increasing the concentration of
cytosine.41,42 The experiment has also been carried out using
the other pyrimidine bases thymine and uracil. But for the last
two cases, significant decreases in PL intensity are observed
(Figure 7b,c). It is pertinent to mention that the photo-

Figure 4. HRTEM images of POP-PU nanofibers at different
magnifications.

Figure 5. (a) Strong H-bonding interactions between POP-PU and
DMF, (b) PL spectrum of POP-PU+DMF and CIE coordinate
(exitation at 378 nm).

Figure 6. (a) PL spectra of POP-PU material in different solvent
(excitation at 375 nm) (b) photographic images of POP-PU in
different solvents after photoexcitaton.
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luminescence spectrum of only cytosine suggests that cytosine
is totally nonfluorescent. Thus, the enhancement of PL
intensity is not due to fluorescence from cytosine. Biosensors
based on mesoporous materials are very desirable today.43

Thus, POP-PU can act as a solid-state biosensor for the
selective sensing of cytosine when it is present along with the
three pyrimidine based nucleotide bases. Because the functional
architecture of the POP-PU material holds the pocket to
interact with nucleotide bases, this material can be employed as
a nanocarrier for drug delivery. The nucleotide bases interact
with the material through complementary H-bonded inter-
actions. So, the drug molecules like cytarabine, cycloheximide,
etc., which have the resemblance of a structure with nucleotide
bases, can undergo complementary H-bonding with the tris
(urea)pyrimidine moiety of the host material (Figure 8a). On
the basis of such interactions, we have explored the POP-PU
material as a drug delivery vehicle using cycloheximide, a well-
known protein synthesis inhibitor, as a model drug in the
following section.
POP-PU as Drug Delivery vehicle for Cycloheximide.

The presence of H-bond donor and acceptor sites in close
vicinity in POP-PU has been explored for their capability of
binding with many anticancer drugs (cytarabine) and protein

synthesis inhibitors (cycloheximide) and thus can be used as a
nanocarrier.44,45 We have shown the possible interaction
between cycloheximide (model anticancer drug) and the
POP-PU material (Figure 8b). To trigger the apoptotic efficacy,
cycloheximide loaded POP-PU (POP-PU-CHX) (0−0.02 nM)
was evaluated for its cytotoxic property in cancer cells (Figure
9a). However, the POP-PU was not effective to elicit any

significant cytotoxicity. The results of cell cytotoxicity assay
indicated that there was no variation for two different type cells,
normal cells and cancerous cells, with POP-PU only. POP-PU-
CHX reduced the viability of HepG2 cells with GI50 values of
0.01256 ± 0.00344 considerably after 36 h, in comparison with
only cyclohexamide.
Mitochondrial integrity or the loss of membrane potential

(Ψm) has been linked to the initiation and activation of the
series of apoptotic cascade with synchronized release of
cytochrome c. Fluorescence emission shift of the Ψm sensitive
cationic JC-1 dye. Cells were treated with 0.02 nM POP-PU-
CHX and stained with JC-1; cells showed potential
depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane. Detailed
biological studies on POP-PU are illustrated in the Supporting
Information, section S1 and Figures S3−S6.

Nanomedicine. Apoptosis Inducing Effect of Cyclo-
heximide Loaded POP-PU. For triggering the apoptotic
efficacy, cycloheximide loaded POP-PU (POP-PU-CHX) (0−
0.02 nM) was evaluated for its cytotoxic property in cancer cells
(Figure S3, Supporting Information). However, the POP-PU
was not effective to elicit any significant cytotoxicity. The
results of the cell cytotoxicity assay indicated that there was no
variation for the two different types of cells, normal cells and
cancerous cells, with POP-PU only (Figure S3, Supporting
Information). To confirm the apoptosis induction effect against
cancer cells afforded by the POP-PU-CHX, annexin-PI
cytometry assay was conducted in HepG2 cells. POP-PU-

Figure 7. Photoluminescent spectra of (a) cytosine−POP-PU
(amplifying); (b) thymine−POP-PU (quenching) and (c) uracil−
POP-PU (quenching). Two milliliters 0.04 wt % aqueous solution of
POP-PU was used for all the analyses. Excitation wavelength was 378
nm.

Figure 8. (a) Interaction of cytosine with POP-PU having DDA array
(left). (b) Possible H-bonding interaction between POP-PU and
protein biosynthesis inhibitor (cycloheximide, right).

Figure 9. Cells were treated with POP-PU in the concentration range
(0−0.02 nM) of CHX, POP-PU-CHX for 36 h. The significance result
was found with POP-PU-CHX as compared to CHX.
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CHX rapidly reduced the viability of the HepG2 cells with GI50
values of 0.01256 ± 0.00344 after 36 h, in comparison with
only cyclohexamide channelized in HepG2 cells, which geared
up the release of annexin from the cell membrane and afforded
apoptosis, as shown in Figure 10b. An intercellular instance of
phosphatidyl serine exposure was sequentially correlated with
nuclei fragmentation stained with DAPI, as evident from Figure
10a. The reflection of apoptosis also was found in cell cycle
arrest (Figure 11) in the treatment of the cells with 0.02 nM

POP-PU-CHX for 0, 12, 24 and 36 h. This study confirms that
POP-PU-CHX induces apoptosis in HepG2 cells at lower
concentrations than cycloheximide alone.
Cellular Uptake Study with Cycloheximide Loaded on

POP-PU. Cellular uptake studies were performed to ascertain
the internalization of POP-PU-CHX in HepG2 cells.
Florescence images (Figure 12a) revealed the localization of
POP-PU-CHX within the cytosolic region of the cells at a
concentration of 0.02 nM in 36 h, which simultaneously
instantiated the fluorophore property and resulted in cellular
apoptosis. The accumulation of POP-PU-CHX (0.02 nM) was
also evidenced and confirmed in HepG2 cells as time-
dependent through Flow cytometry (FACS) analysis (Figure

12b). These results suggested that POP-PU-CHX may be
explored as novel compound by generating excessive ROS
which is one of the potent cause to induce apoptosis leading to
cell death through the damage of cellular protein, lipid and
DNA. The molecular approach of a fluorophore in POP-PU-
CHX having the cell detecting properties together with its
therapeutic intervention is very challenging in the context of
cancer research.

Effect of POP-PU-CHX in Mitochondrial Membrane
Potential with Cytochrome c and Caspases. Photostable
AIE luminogens have been employed for mitochondrial
imaging and tracking. Mitochondrial integrity or the loss of
membrane potential (Ψm) has been linked to the initiation and
activation of the apoptotic cascade with synchronized release of
cytochrome c.46 We have investigated whether POP-PU-CHX
would be able to generate oxidative stress by means of
measuring reactive oxygen species (ROS) in spectrofluorimetric
analysis. As shown in Figure S5 (Supporting Information), we
found POP-PU-CHX (0.02 nM) significantly induced a huge
amount of ROS in HepG2 cells in 36 h. Thus, the galvanized
process precedes the apoptotic sequential occurrence including
loss of mitochondrial membrane potential (Ψm) and increase of
cytosolic cytochrome c release that altered the pro- and
antiapoptotic protein levels with simultaneous activation of the
caspase series. To determine whether POP-PU-CHX induced
apoptosis in HepG2 cells involves mitochondrial disruption, we
have examined the depolarization of mitochondrial membrane
by measuring the fluorescence emission shift of the Ψm
sensitive cationic JC-1 dye is observed. Cells were treated
with 0.02 nM POP-PU-CHX and stained with JC-1; cells
showed the potential depolarization of mitochondrial mem-
brane (Figure 12c). A significant increment of cytochrome c
release in the cytosolic portion (Figure S6A, Supporting
Information) was balanced with a reduced amount in the
mitochondrial portion (Figure S6B, Supporting Information) in
HepG2 cells, as quantified by ELISA. Generation of excessive
ROS is one of the potent causes to induce apoptosis, leading to
cell death through the damage of cellular proteins. Therefore,

Figure 10. (a) Morphological changes observed in HepG2 cells after 0.02 nM POP-PU-CHX treatment for 36 h and shown under fluorescence
microscopy after DAPI staining (scale bar 10 μm). (b) Annexin V-FITC binding in HepG2 cells at different times including 0, 12, 24 and 36 h. The
data are represented as mean ± SEM (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01) of triplicate independent experiments. (c) Effect of POP-PU-CHX on Annexin V-
FITC binding in HepG2 cells at different times including 0, 12, 24 and 36 h, and denotations like Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 are identified as necrotic cells,
late apoptotic cells, live cells and apoptotic cells. The data are represented as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) from triplicate independent
experiments.

Figure 11. Cell cycle analysis up to 36 h with the concentration of 0.02
nM. The data are represented as mean ± SEM (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01)
of triplicate independent experiments.
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POP-PU-CHX elicited the activation of initiator caspase 9 and
effectors of caspase 3 in HepG2 cells, as shown in Figure S6C
(Supporting Information). These results indicate that POP-PU-
CHX induces the cellular apoptosis via a ROS mediated
mitochondrial pathway.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of POP-PU samples were
analyzed with a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer using Ni-
filtered Cu Kα (λ = 0.154 06 nm) radiation. N2 adsorption−
desorption isotherms were recorded on an Autosorb 1C (Quantach-
rome Instruments, USA) at 77 K. High resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) images of the porous polymers were
obtained using a JEOL JEM 2010 transmission electron microscope
operating at 200 kV voltage. The UV−vis spectrum of POP-PU was
recorded on a Shimadzu UV-2401PC doubled beam spectropho-
tometer having an integrating sphere attachment for solid samples.
Photoluminescence spectra of the POP-PU in were taken in a Horiba
fluorolog 3. Carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen contents were determined
by a PerkinElmer 2400 Series II CHN analyzer.
1. Materials. 2,4,6-Triaminopyrimidine and 1,4-phenylene diiso-

cyanate were procured from Sigma-Aldrich, and anhydrous DMF was
obtained from Spectrochem, India. Other reagents are purchased from
Merck, India.
Synthesis of POP-PU Nanopowder. The synthesis of POP-PU

was carried out by the sol−gel microemulsion technique to obtain the
nanoscopic organic material. 250 mg (2 mmol) of 2,4,6-triaminopyr-
imidine and 480 mg (3 mmol) of 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate were
refluxed in 35 mL of anhydrous DMF at 428 K under N2 atmosphere
for 2 days. The reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature,
which gave an orange colored suspension. Then the polymeric
nanoparticles were obtained by the agglomeration technique. 350 mL
of acetone (nonsolvent) was poured into reaction mixture, and the
solution was stirred for 1 h. The turmeric color precipitate was
collected through vacuum filtration and successively washed with
acetone, ethanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF) and methanol. The obtained

powder material was dried at 353 K under vacuum to obtain POP-PU.
The yield is 54% (400 mg) based on 2,4,6-triaminopyrimidine and 1,4-
phenylene diisocyanate. Elemental analysis found by combustion: C,
51.9%; H, 5.40%; N, 24.53%. Calcd theoretical formula from an
infinite POP-PU framework [C25H22N8O3]n: C, 62.23%; H, 4.6%; N,
23.22%.

Genosensing Application. 20 mg of POP-PU sample was
sonicated in 20 mL of deionized water for 1 h. Then that stock
solution was added (1 mL) to each cuvette containing nucleotide bases
of different concentrations prepared in deionized water. The
experiment had been carried out for three different pyrimidine
nucleotide bases: thymine, uracil and cytosine. Each time, the
excitation wavelength was 378 nm.

In Vitro Cell Imaging and Cellular Uptake Studies. Cell
imaging studies were carried out using the HepG2 cell line, which was
maintained in proper cell culture conditions. To study the cellular
uptake of POP-PU-CHX, cells (1 × 104/well) were grown on 30 mm
Petri dish well plates for 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 followed by
incubation with POP-PU-CHX in cell culture medium for 36 h. After
fixation, cells were acquired by confocal laser scanning (Revolution XD
Spinning Disk with an iXon 897 EMCCD camera; Andor, Belfast, UK)
after 36 h of incubation; cellular uptake study revealed that POP-PU-
CHX was internalized by the cell membrane, leading to the cytosolic
portions of the cells. Cellular uptake experiments were conducted
according to a literature method with some modifications. After
exposure to 0.02 nM POP-PU-CHX for 12, 24 and 36 h, the cells were
taken and uptake study was performed by FACS analysis (BD
LSRFortessa). For the details of the experiments employed for the cell
culture, MTT assay, fluorescence imaging, changes in the mitochon-
drial membrane potential, estimation of intracellular ROS and the
caspase 3, caspase 9 and cytochrome c assay, please see the Supporting
Information.

■ CONCLUSIONS

A new porous polyurea based nanomaterial has been
synthesized through organic sol−gel reaction between 2,4,6-

Figure 12. (a) Effect of POP-PU-CHX on HepG2 cells and cell imaging by POP-PU-CHX at concentration of 0.02 nM treatment using confocal
laser microscopy with accurate laser. Scale bar 10 μm. (b) Cellular uptake studies: % cellular uptake of POP-PU-CHX by HepG2 cells with
increasing time (h) spectrofluorimetric analysis. (c) Effect of POP-PU-CHX on HepG2 cells on membrane potential evaluated with JC-1 dye
reactively by confocal imaging.
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triaminopyrimidine and 1,4-phenylene diisocyanate followed by
nonsolvent induced aggregation. The resulting porous polymer
showed a high BET surface area, mesoporosity and solvent
induced white light emission. This novel material has been
explored in three frontline areas of energy and biomedical
research: (i) pseudowhite light emitter due to solvent induced
aggregation, (ii) selective biosensing of cytosine and (iii) high
efficacy as a drug-delivery vehicle for therapy and diagnostics of
cancer drug cycloheximide due to the presence of fluorophore
moiety, nanoscale porosity and intrinsic binding sites,
suggesting its future potential in energy and biomedical
research.
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